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Abstract—Surface-channel strained-Ge (s-Ge) p-MOSFETs
with high-K/metal gate stack and ozone surface passivation
are fabricated, for the first time. The channel is ultrathin
(∼3–6 nm thick) s-Ge (∼2.2%, biaxial compression) epitaxially grown on a relaxed Si0.56 Ge0.44 virtual substrate.
Split capacitance–voltage measurements along with quantummechanical simulations demonstrate a capacitance-equivalent
thickness of 1.3 nm and sub-1-nm equivalent oxide thickness.
The effective hole mobility of these devices was extracted and
exhibits 3× and 2.2× mobility enhancement over universal Si
hole mobility, for s-Ge channel thicknesses of ∼6 and ∼3 nm,
respectively.
Index Terms—Capacitance-equivalent thickness (CET),
high-K, metal gate, mobility, ozone, SiGe, strained Ge (s-Ge).

n- and p-FETs using Si monolayer passivation [12], ozone (O3 )
surface passivation [13], or plasma postoxidation techniques
[14]. However, the hole mobility of s-Ge p-FETs with scaled
EOT has not been investigated. In this letter, surface-channel
s-Ge p-FETs with an ultrathin (sub-6 nm) channel and very
high strain (2.2%) have been fabricated. Using O3 surface
passivation and HK/MG stack technology, sub-1-nm EOT has
been demonstrated on s-Ge for the first time. Effective-holemobility measurements indicate enhancements as high as 3×
over Si universal hole mobility for such ultrathin layers of
s-Ge, and the mobility is sensitive to the channel thickness.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. D EVICE D ESIGN AND FABRICATION

TRAINED-Germanium (s-Ge) channel p-MOSFETs are a
promising candidate for future high-performance and lowpower-supply-voltage CMOS generations due to their superior
mobility and source injection velocity as well as compatibility
with Si technology [1]. High hole mobility enhancements over
Si have been reported for s-Ge quantum-well p-FETs using Sicap surface passivation and deposited thick SiO2 [2]–[5] or
high-K/metal gate stack [6]–[10], resulting in relatively high
capacitance-equivalent thickness (CET) values. For an s-Ge
channel to replace strained Si in future CMOS nodes, sub-1-nm
equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) is desirable, which requires
the elimination of the strained-Si cap in a surface-channel
operation mode. Ritenour et al. have reported the mobility of
55-nm-thick s-Ge/Si0.3 Ge0.7 p-FETs with 1.8-nm EOT and low
mobility enhancement over universal or bulk Ge [11]. Recently,
sub-1-nm EOT has been demonstrated on relaxed bulk Ge

The fabrication process starts with the epitaxial growth
of a heterostructure of s-Ge/relaxed Si1−x Gex (x = 0.44)/
Si1−y Gey (y = 0 to 0.44) graded buffer on N+ -doped Si wafers,
in an AMAT Epi Centura reactor. Relaxed SiGe layers were
in situ doped (n-type) to a level of 1017 cm−3 . The s-Ge was
grown at 365 ◦ C, and X-ray diffraction analysis on similarly
grown samples shows that the Ge is fully strained to the
relaxed SiGe layer. Following heteroepitaxy, the wafers were
immediately capped with low-temperature oxide (LTO). Active
areas were partially opened by lithography-defined dry etching,
and the wafers were cleaned in 4:1 H2 SO4 : H2 O2 while the
last 30-nm LTO was opened in 50:1 H2 O:HF. The wafers were
then immediately subjected to O3 surface passivation at 200 ◦ C,
followed by in situ HfO2 (45 cycles at 200 ◦ C)/WN (1000 cycles at 340 ◦ C) HK/MG stack, all in an atomic layer deposition
(ALD) system, similar to the process in [13]. Long-channel
(L = 5 and 50 μm) p-FETs were fabricated using a squarering FET layout, with sides parallel to the 110 directions.
After the gate dry etch, the S/D regions were implanted with
boron that was activated at a temperature of 500 ◦ C in N2 . The
fabrication was completed by metallization and a forming gas
anneal at 450 ◦ C. Effective hole mobility was extracted using
split-CV and low-VDS drain current measurements on 50-μmchannel-length ring FETs. Layer thicknesses were measured
using cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) and ellipsometry. About
5 nm of s-Ge thickness loss was measured due to the device
processing. The Ge content of the relaxed buffer layer (x =
43.6%) was measured using SIMS, resulting in around 2.2%
biaxial compression in the channel, assuming that the Ge film
is pseudomorphically strained with respect to a fully relaxed
Si0.56 Ge0.44 layer.
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Fig. 1. (a) Structural schematic and corresponding cross-sectional (b) TEM
and (c) high-resolution STEM images of the fabricated ultrathin s-Ge channel
p-FETs with GeOx /HfO2 /WN gate stack.
Fig. 3. (a) Measured gate-channel C–V characteristics of s-Ge channel
p-FETs; Overlaid are QM simulated C–V curves for EOT = 9, 10, and 11 Å,
demonstrating sub-1-nm EOT. (b) Hysteresis and frequency-dispersion C–V
characteristics of s-Ge p-FETs with XTEM shown in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 2. Typical (a) transfer and (b) output characteristics of ∼6-nm-thick s-Ge
channel ring p-FETs (L = 5 μm) with GeOx /HfO2 /WN gate stack. The inset
of (a) shows the typical gate leakage characteristics.

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Fig. 1(a) illustrates the cross-sectional schematic of the fabricated p-FETs with GeOx /HfO2 /WN gate stack. The XTEM
shown in Fig. 1(b) demonstrates a device with a 6-nm s-Ge,
4-nm HfO2 , and 30-nm WN. Fig. 1(c) shows the highresolution STEM image of the s-Ge device, indicating ∼6-Å
GeOx due to O3 surface treatment. The typical transfer and
output characteristics of the ∼6-nm-thick s-Ge ring FETs
(L = 5 μm) are shown in Fig. 2. Devices show a subthreshold
slope (SS) of 85 mV/dec over three decades and more than four
orders of magnitude on/off ratio, among the best reports for
s-Ge p-FETs to date [3]–[12]. Moreover, the inset of Fig. 2(a)
shows the typical gate leakage density (JG ) measured at VDS =
−1 V, showing JG = 2 × 10−5 A · cm−2 at VGS = −1 V.
Fig. 3(a) shows the measured gate-channel capacitance
of s-Ge (6-nm thick) p-FETs at f = 1 MHz, using split
capacitance–voltage (C–V ) technique. In addition, Fig. 3(b)
shows the corresponding hysteresis and frequency-dispersion
(f = 10 kHz−1 MHz) characteristics of the s-Ge devices,
showing reasonable hysteresis (less than 60 mV at 1 MHz)
and frequency dispersion. A CET of 1.3 nm was measured
at VGS = −1 V. Using the conductance method, midgap Dit
of ∼3 × 1012 cm−2 · eV−1 was measured which is consistent
with the extracted value based on the SS. To extract the EOT
for such a heterostructure, 1-D simulations using nextnano3
[15] were performed, using full-band quasistatic quantummechanical simulations with a 6 × 6 k · p quantization method
for the Ge valence band and a constant 1017 -cm−3 n-type doping throughout the structure. The simulated results for EOT =
9, 10, and 11 Å are overlaid in Fig. 3(a). As the measured results
fall between an EOT of 9 and 10 Å, sub-1-nm EOT has been
achieved for s-Ge MOSFETs, for the first time.

Fig. 4. (a) Effective hole mobility of ∼6- and ∼3-nm s-Ge channel
p-FETs with HK/MG stack versus effective field. Overlaid are universal hole
mobility, mobility of processed Si control, and bulk relaxed Ge [13] with
O3 surface passivation and HfO2 /WN gate stack. (b) Corresponding mobility
enhancement factor versus effective field over the (dashed line/empty symbols)
universal and (solid line/field symbols) Si control.

The effective-hole-mobility characteristics of s-Ge
p-MOSFETs with s-Ge thicknesses of ∼6 and ∼3 nm
versus effective field are shown in Fig. 4(a). Overlaid are
universal hole mobility, mobility of processed Si control,
and bulk relaxed Ge [13] with O3 surface passivation and
HfO2 /WN gate stack. The deterioration in the low-field
(< 0.2 MV/cm) mobility for the s-Ge is due to the relatively
high Dit . Fig. 4(b) shows the hole mobility enhancement factor
over the universal and Si control sample for ultrathin s-Ge
channels with CET = 1.3 nm, as well as bulk Ge (relaxed)
p-FETs. Mobility enhancement factors of 3× over hole
universal and more than 5× over control Si are observed
for ∼6-nm-thick s-Ge channels at CET = 1.3 nm. The hole
mobility drops for the ∼3-nm-thick channel, compared to
∼6 nm, due to the increased quantum-mechanical confinement
as the width of the quantum well is decreased, consistent with
observations on SiGe-channel p-MOSFETs [16].
IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
In summary, surface-channel highly strained (2.2% biaxial
compression) Ge/relaxed Si0.56 Ge0.44 p-MOSFETs featuring
sub-1-nm EOT have been fabricated and characterized, for the
first time. ALD O3 surface passivation prior to high-K/metal
gate stack deposition has been performed to form ∼6-Å GeOx
interface between s-Ge and HfO2 . The fabricated devices have
exhibited reasonable transfer, output, and gate leakage characteristics. C–V measurements along with quantum-mechanical
simulations have demonstrated a CET of 1.3 nm and sub-1-nm
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EOT, with moderate frequency dispersion and hysteresis. The
effective hole mobility of MOSFETs with ∼3- and ∼6-nm
s-Ge channel thicknesses was extracted, demonstrating 3× and
2.2× mobility enhancements over the hole universal curve
and approximately 5× and 4× over control Si devices, for
∼6- and ∼3-nm-thick s-Ge, respectively. The results with
scaled EOT indicate that s-Ge p-FETs are promising candidates
for future high-performance low-power-supply-voltage CMOS
generations.
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